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 by Hungry Dudes   

Mercadito Latino 

"Latin American Food and Products"

Mercadito Latino is the place to come to for all things Mexican and Latin

American. A shop and restaurant rolled into one, this establishment offers

both authentic Mexican dishes as well as produce and packaged food

products from Latin America. In fact, this supermarket has one of the most

varied collection of Latin food products in the entire city. Each dish

prepared in the restaurant section is made according to old family recipes

and retain a home-cooked, authentic Mexican taste. Tacos de Pollo,

Pupusas, Quesadilla de Pollo and Flans are some of the dishes which are

popular with diners here. If you wish to learn a new language, you can

also sign up for the Spanish classes which are held here from time to time.

 +1 204 415 2870  www.mercaditolatinostore

.com/

 info@mercaditolatinostore.

com

 570 Sargent Avenue,

Winnipeg MB

 by Mike Saechang   

Burrito Del Rio Taqueria 

"The Real Mexican Deal"

If you're looking to grab a quick bite, and are craving Mexican cuisine in

particular, then Burrito Del Rio Taqueria is for you. Their menu is one that

manages to satisfy even some of the most critical connoisseurs of

Mexican food. Keeping with their name, the burritos are some of the most

popular items on the menu, but the quesadillas and tacos manage to find

favor with patrons as well. Inexpensive food served in large portions

makes this restaurant highly popular.

 +1 204 415 5600  burritodelrio.com/  info@burritodelrio.com  433 River Avenue, Winnipeg

MB

 by jules:stonesoup   

BMC Market 

"Pocket Friendly Mexican Delights"

BMC Market is cozy taco shop which also serves an array of Mexican

delicacies. The tacos have varied and delicious fillings like chorizo, beef,

chicken and vegetables which are served in tortillas with a coating of

spicy hot sauce. The pocket-friendly prices makes this restaurant a budget-

traveler's paradise and also attracts a number of locals. Drop in for a

quick, delicious and pocket-friendly bite of Mexican food.

 +1 204 415 5192  722 Osborne Street, Winnipeg MB

 by sporkist   

Burrito Splendido 

"Traditional Mexican Delights"

Burrito Splendido is a casual Mexican eatery which serves an array of

hearty traditional dishes like burritos, tacos and quesadillas as well as a

number of soups, salads and desserts. The produce used for the dishes

served here are locally sourced and the meat is slow-cooked, adding to

the flavors of the dishes. Tacos and burritos are served in soft corn flour

tortillas which are handcrafted in house. The restaurant also makes
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adjustments to suit vegan and lactose intolerant eaters. With a special

kid's menu and a welcoming ambiance, this is a great place for a family

meal but you can also come here to grab a quick bite while on the go.

 +1 204 885 3889  www.burritosplendido.co

m/ordereze/home.aspx

 klivingstone49@gmail.com  3380 Portage Avenue, Suite

A4, Winnipeg MB
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